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Bank CEO Stephen M. Calk Charged With Corruptly
Soliciting A Presidential Administration Position In
Exchange For Approving $16 Million In Loans

Bank CEO Stephen M. Calk Charged With Corruptly Soliciting A Presid…

https://www.justice.gov/usao-sdny/pr/bank-ceo-stephen-m-calk-charged-corruptly-solici…

CALK: Manafort 16m loan from Steven Calk’s bank, Lorber & Calk do biz, fake fight

sue each other, 2m settlement/pay off, Lorber & Witkoff do biz with JhoLow’s booty

stolen from #1MDB, JhoLow buys Hermitage w/ 1MDB funds from Tom Barrack,

Kush gets a cut for 666. Follow the money.
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One of Calk’s contacts in New York was Howard Lorber, the 
wealthy CEO of the holding company Vector Group and a 
longtime friend of Trump. 
 

Lorber’s firm made a seven-digit investment in The Federal 
Savings Bank, per Calk’s 2015 testimony 
americanbanker.com/news/the-commu…
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The community banker who got tangled up in the Russia probe
Stephen Calk is in the national media glare because his small
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Chicago-based bank made two enormous loans to Paul Manafort,
americanbanker.com
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The Vector Group made a "seven-figure" investment in Steven 
Calk’s bank, per a 2015 deposition by Calk; Lorber in a 2015 
deposition put the figure at $2 million, though he wasn’t sure if 
the investment was made by Vector or Douglas Elliman 
#Manafortinvestigaterussia.org/media/2018-02-…
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Mueller Investigates Possible Manafort Quid Pro Quo
Trump's former campaign chairman may have promised banker
White House spot to secure loans
investigaterussia.org
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Lorber terminated the agreement with Calk’s bank and 
instead turned to Rhode Island-based Citizens Bank (another 
Manafort lender). Calk sued.
washingtonpost.com/amphtml/local/…
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Who’s who at the Manafort trial
A dozen lawyers, the former Ukrainian president and Russian
oligarchs could play a role in the tax and bank fraud trial in Virginia.
washingtonpost.com
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Despite their falling-out (fake fight) Calk and Lorber were both 
named to Trump’s 14-member economic advisory council on 
Aug. 5, 2016. 
 
In an appearance on MSNBC that evening, Calk said that he had 
met with then-candidate Trump several 
times.americanbanker.com/news/the-commu…
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The community banker who got tangled up in the Russia probe
Stephen Calk is in the national media glare because his small
Chicago-based bank made two enormous loans to Paul Manafort,
americanbanker.com
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The indictment states that Manafort, with Richard Gates, sought 
and secured two loans totaling approximately $16 million from 
Calk’s bank between July 2016 and January 2017. (Gates  
pleaded guilty to charges of conspiracy and lying to the 
FBI.)americanbanker.com/news/the-commu…
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WITKOFF another close friend of Trump partnered with Jho Low 
on the Park Lane Hotel deal.  DOJ alleges Jho Low stole and 
laundered millions re #1MDB scandaltwitter.com/reveal/status/…

Reveal @reveal
Replying to @reveal
@SteveWitkoff another close friend of @realDonaldTrump partnered 
with @JhoLow on the Park Lane Hotel.  DoJ alleges @JhoLow stole 
and laundered millions.
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Lorber > Steven Calk > Manaforttwitter.com/kellysomers7/s…

Kelly Somers @KellySomers7
Replying to @lbgurevich @karolcummins
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Y’all remember Calk. twitter.com/righteousbabe4…

Righteous Babe @RighteousBabe4
Keep forgetting about Lorber & Calk. twitter.com/righteousbabe4…
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Agenthades
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Re-up 
 
UAE Amb. Otaiba urged Tom Barrack to accept a bid from Jho 
Low for a $45m bid to buy L’Ermitage Hotel which was owned by 
Barracks company, Colony Capital.  
 
Just Dept is looking to seize that property, as it was used with 
stolen #1MDB funds. outline.com/aBEEFG
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Stolen Emails Show Ties Between U.A.E. Envoy and 1MDB Fu…
Newly released emails show a relationship between the United Arab
Emirates’ ambassador to the U.S. and Jho Low, a Malaysian financier
outline.com

Jay McKenzie
@JamesFourM

Stephen Calk received a $2 million investment from his business 
partner Howard Lorber in 2014. Calk & Lorber later served on the 
Trump campaign's economic advisory council. 

 
After the June 2016 meeting in Trump Tower, who did 
@DonaldJTrumpJr call? Howard Lorber.  
 
cc @craigunger

Tom Winter @Tom_Winter
BREAKING / NBC NEWS: Bank CEO Stephen Calk has been indicted 
by a federal grand jury and charged in connection with a plan to 
exchange $16 million in loans to Paul Manafort for his help in getting 
Caulk a Trump administration position.
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• • •

You should note that Steve Mnuchin - who is currently refusing to 
release Donald Trump's tax returns -  was part of the Trump 
campaign's economic advisory council along with Stephen Calk 
and Howard Lorber.  
 
Mnuchin is breaking the law and lying about 
it.cnn.com/2019/05/22/pol…
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Mnuchin due for a second face-off with Maxine Waters over Tr…
Treasury Secretary Steven Mnuchin is set to make his first
appearance Wednesday on Capitol Hill after refusing to comply with a

cnn.com
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